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Notes: 

● Argentina - On behalf of G77 and China. G77 consider informal note acceptable             

as basis for continuing engagement, considering the information added. 

● NZ - Appreciate that co-facilitators have tried to flesh out content. Comment on             

the approach. Number 5, option 1, approach 2nd bullet, the second part of the              

sentence is not accurate to what was suggested. Couple of years ago,            

suggestion made to add a section on updating the guidance.  

● Kuwait - Didn’t go through the whole paper, and didn’t have responses from all              

the Arab States. Ask for time to read. 

● Co-facilitator - Co-chair had asked the co-facilitators for a final version with a bit              

more detail by 5pm. This will be based on previous submissions. If there is more               

comments to be submitted, this will be in the new version tomorrow. 

● Switzerland - New elements, ok? 

● Co-facilitator - Absolutely. 

● Argentina - Clarification needed on information to be sent. Headings /           

sub-headings / bullet points 



● Co-facilitator - for the after 5pm version, Parties’ new submissions are to focus             

on new elements, and granularity of sections. For example, sub-heading on           

national circumstances, if there is already a guidance that is available, referring            

to it would be useful. If not, granularity would be what the co-facilitators are              

looking for 

● Argentina - the G77 & China group will not be able to coordinate before 5pm. 

● Co-facilitator - the additional inputs are for after 5pm version. 

● Kuwait - the 5pm version (for today) is based on this session, and the past               

submissions. Tomorrow version is the input of the new submissions. That is the             

whole idea? 

● Co-facilitator - Yes, that is the whole idea. Thank you. 

(period of quiet) 

● Co-facilitator - OK, colleagues, the floor is still open. Appreciate that you didn’t             

have much time to read the text.  

● NZ - At beginning of the document, option 1 and option 2 on NDC specific               

guidance. Do understand the need to include NDC, national adaptation plan           

guidance, national communication specific guidance, no vehicle specific        

guidance, or any other guidance that is used by Parties 

● Co-facilitator - So, your preference is to add national adaptation plan guidance? 

● NZ - They should all be on the same level. Option 1a) NDC, Option 1b) national                

adaptation plan guidance, Option 1c) national communication specific guidance.         

Option 2) no vehicle specific guidance. 

● Canada - preamble, introduction, bullet 2 “references to…”, add “including, as           

appropriate, those relevant articles”. So that focus is not on Article 7. 

● Switzerland - option 1 “guiding principles”, add bullet point “applicability to all” 

● Japan - seek clarification on status of bullet points and headings. Under            

headings, we have preliminary ideas that are not discussed in detail. 



● Co-facilitator - Yes, need to put in footnote that is clear and simple for Parties.               

Propose to iterate the note at 5pm. And give you evening and morning to reflect               

on the note.  

● Russia - Fully support with Japan. Should be absolutely clear that all headings             

and sub-headings are bracketed, as we have not discussed and agreed. Or            

prefer not to have details yet. Option 1 and Option 2 on specific guidance, we               

don’t see how PA require specific guidance. 

● Co-facilitator - As said in beginning, this is a document from all Parties, and no               

options are left behind at this point  

● Argentina - To be crystal clear on methodology, the version that is released at              

5pm, the level of information will be the same as the draft that is available now?                

And then come back tomorrow to discuss and reflect on the version at 5pm 

● Co-facilitator - Yes, you have articulated it better than I did 

● EU - If that is the proposed way forward, this sounds ok with us. We are                

struggling with too many iterations, and not able turn around quickly. The way             

forward sounds realistic. Agree with suggestion to add more text at the beginning             

to be very clear on the status of the text. 

● Co-facilitator - Thank you for quick review. Encourage you to come tomorrow, to             

reflect on 5pm version, and focus on elements that is the meat of the document. 

● Colombia - Feel that we are missing the inter-linkage on operationalising the            

adaptation communication, and linkage to transparency, global stock-take. When         

we have global stock-take information, we see information mixed in there. The            

task to do the GST and transparency through adaptation communication is not            

necessary the same. 

● Canada - caveat a comment. Input of GST is being discussed under APA             

Agenda item 6 

● Ecuador - LNDC linkages, see a lot of value for joint meeting with colleagues in               

different items. Need coherence, example transparency. 

 



Canada - agree with linkages. Mindful of other items. However, note APA            

agenda currently stands. Co-chair to decide if joint consultation is required. Best            

to focus on own item. 

Japan - not override Article 7.10 

Uruguay - associate with Argentina, G77 & China. See additional info especially            

heading and sub-heading. Clarification from Proponents on GST, how do you           

see the inter-linkage, input to... These issues are discussed in other space.            

Finance, sub-bullet '... Support',  not sure the meaning of the word support. 

EU - Another process type question. Useful to have clear guidance on what type              

of comment. Look at something that is missing, or misinterpreted. Do we also             

provide questions if we simply do not understand? 

Co-facilitator - yes. Focus on 5pm note.  Dialogue tomorrow good  

Ecuador - Clarification from the proponents on xxx wanted  

Canada - Agree. Issue with comment on registry section, as the registry is             

discussed under item 6 of SBI. Informal for item 3 APA is at 6pm 

Colombia - share concern of these groups. Good to understand how to connect             

the linkages. PA does not have specific tasks compared to GST  

South Africa - How do we do with such? Under registry, focus on registry.              

Linkage, need engagement to be clear. 

New Zealand - we need to concentrate on adaptation communication. What           

content Parties want to put in. 

Co-facilitator - Another version post and online at 5pm 

 

 

 


